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Abstract. Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) is a neural network that stores
associations of patterns. The most important advantage of FAM is recalling
stored patterns from noisy inputs (noise tolerance). Some FAMs only show
associations or content of pattern separately. Therefore, we propose a model of
FAM that shows both associations and content of patterns effectively. In
learning process, each pair of pattern is learned by the minimum of input and
output pattern. Then, all pairs of pattern are generalized by mean of the
learning results of each pair. In recalling process, a new threshold is added to
improve noise tolerance. We have conducted experiments in pattern recogni-
tion to prove the effectiveness of our FAM. Experiment results show that our
model tolerates noise better than previous FAMs in two types of noise.
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1 Introduction

FAM is an artificial neural network storing pattern associations and retrieves the
desired output pattern from a noisy input pattern by operators of fuzzy logic and
mathematical morphology (MM) [7, 8]. FAM consists of two processes, namely,
learning process and recalling process. Learning process learns and stores associations
of patterns. Recalling process retrieves a stored pattern from a input pattern. FAMs
have three important advantages including noise tolerance, unlimited storage, and one
pass convergence in which noise tolerance is the most important advantage. It means
that FAM recalls stored patterns from noisy inputs by an output function. Thus, FAM
has been widely applied in many fields such as image processing, prediction, infer-
ence, and estimation.

Design of FAM has been studied to improve the ability of recalling. First, Kosko
proposed the first FAM which uses the minimum of patterns in learning process and
recalling process [6]. Junbo et al. used fuzzy implication operator to learn pairs of
pattern and inherited output function of Kosko [5]. Fulai and Tong inherited learning
process of Junbo and used a t-norm for the output function [4]. Xiao et al. proposed a
new equation for learning process by using the minimum and the maximum of the
input pattern and the output pattern, and applied the multiplication operator for
the output function [3]. Wang et al. proposed a new model, which learned patterns by
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the division operator and applied the addition for the output function [2]. Sussner and
Valle created a family of FAM, which are called Implicative FAM [1]. Patterns are
stored by a fuzzy implication operator and computed the output function through an s-
norm operator. However, previous FAMs only show content of patterns [1–5] or
associations of patterns [1, 6]. Meaning that, no FAM shows both content and asso-
ciation of patterns.

In this paper, we propose a model of FAM presenting more effectively both
associations and content of patterns. In learning process, our FAM learns and stores
both content and associations of patterns. In recalling process, we improve output
patterns of FAM by adding a new threshold. Experiments are conducted in pattern
recognition of grey-scale images with two types of noise. Results from experiments
show that proposed FAM recalls better than previous FAMs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, background is presented.
Section 3 show the design of our novel model. The next section is experiment results
to show the advantages of the proposed FAM.

2 Over View of Fuzzy Logic, Mathematical Morphology
and Associative Memory

2.1 Operators of Fuzzy Logic

Let A and B are fuzzy subsets of a non-empty set X.
The intersection of A and B is defined as

lA^B xð Þ ¼ min lA xð Þ; lB xð Þf g ð1Þ

for all x [ X.
The union of A and B is defined as

lA_B xð Þ ¼ max lA xð Þ; lB xð Þf g ð2Þ

for all x [ X.
The fuzzy conjunction of A and B is an increasing mapping C: [0, 1] 9 [0, 1] ?

[0, 1] that satisfies
C(0, 0) = C(0, 1) = C(1, 0) = 0 and C(1, 1) = 1.

For example, the minimum operator and the product are typical examples.
A fuzzy conjunction T: [0, 1] 9 [0, 1] ? [0, 1] that satisfies

T(x, 1) = x for x [ [0, 1] is called triangular norm or t-norm.
The fuzzy conjunctions CM, CP, and CL are examples of t-norms.

CM x; yð Þ ¼ x ^ y ð3Þ

CP x; yð Þ ¼ x:y ð4Þ

CL x; yð Þ ¼ 0 _ xþ y� 1ð Þ ð5Þ

A fuzzy disjunction is an increasing mapping D: [0, 1] 9 [0, 1] ? [0, 1] that
satisfies
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D(0, 0) = 0 and D(0, 1)= D(1, 0) = D(1, 1) = 1.
A fuzzy disjunction S: [0, 1] 9 [0, 1] ? [0, 1] that satisfies

S(1, x) = x for every x [ [0, 1] is called triangular co-norm or short s-norm.
The following operators represent s-norms:

DM x; yð Þ ¼ x _ y ð6Þ

DP x; yð Þ ¼ xþ y� x:y ð7Þ

DL x; yð Þ ¼ 1 ^ xþ yð Þ ð8Þ

An operator I: [0, 1] 9 [0, 1] ? [0, 1] is called a fuzzy implication if I extends
the usual crisp implication on [0, 1] 9 [0, 1] with I(0, 0) = I(0, 1) = I(1, 1) = 1 and
I(1, 0) = 0.

Some particular fuzzy implications:

IM x; yð Þ ¼ 1; x� y
y; x [ y

�
ð9Þ

IP x; yð Þ ¼ 1; x� y
y
x ; x [ y

�
ð10Þ

IL x; yð Þ ¼ 1 ^ y� xþ 1ð Þ ð11Þ

2.2 Basic Operators of Mathematical Morphology

A complete lattice is defined as a partially ordered set L in which every (finite or
infinite) subset has an infimum and a supremum in L. For any Y ( L, the infimum of
Y is denoted by the ^Y and the supremum is denoted by the _Y : The class of fuzzy
sets inherits the complete lattice structure of the unit interval [0, 1].

Erosion and dilation are two basic operators of MM. A erosion is a mapping e from
a complete lattice L to a complete lattice M that satisfies the following equation:

e
^

Y
� �

¼
^
y2Y

e yð Þ ð12Þ

Similarly, an operator d: L ? M is called dilation if it satisfies the following equation:

e
_

Y
� �

¼
_
y2Y

e yð Þ ð13Þ

2.3 Associative Memory

Associative memory (AM) stores pattern associations and retrieves the desired output
pattern upon presentation of a noisy input pattern [9]. The associative memory is
defined as follows:

Given a finite set of desired associations ðAk;BkÞ; k ¼ 1; . . .; p; determine a
mapping G such that GðAkÞ ¼ Bk for all k ¼ 1; . . .; p: Moreover, the mapping G need
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have the ability of noise tolerance. Meaning, G(A0k) should be equal to Bk for noisy or
incomplete version A0k of Ak.

The set of associations ðAk;BkÞ; k ¼ 1; . . .; p is called fundamental memory set
and each association (Ak, Bk) in this set is called a fundamental memory. An auto-
associative memory is the fundamental memory set with form ðAk;AkÞ; k ¼ 1; . . .; p:
The memory is said to be hetero-associative if the output Bk is different from the
input Ak.

The process of determining G is called learning process and the mapping G is
called associative mapping. A neural associative memory when the associative
mapping G is described by an artificial neural network. In particular, we have a FAM
if the associative mapping G is given by a fuzzy neural network and the patterns Ak

and Bk are fuzzy sets for every k ¼ 1; . . .; p:

3 Proposed a Novel Fuzzy Associative Memory

We propose a novel FAM that shows both the associations and content of pairs of
pattern. In learning process, we use the minimum of input pattern and output pattern in
a pair of patterns to store the association of two patterns. Then, the mean of every
association shows content of patterns. Recalling process improves unwanted outputs
based on adding a new threshold in the output function.

Assuming FAM stores p pairs of pattern (Ak, Bk) where Ak ¼ Ak
1; . . .;Ak

m

� �
and

Bk ¼ Bk
1; . . .;Bk

n

� �
: The design of our novel FAM is presented as follow:

Step 1: Learning process consists of following steps:

• Learn the association of the pattern pair (Ak, Bk) which is stored in weight matrix
Wk.

Wk
ij ¼ min Ak

i ;B
k
j

n o
ð14Þ

• Generalize the associations of pattern pairs by mean of associations and store in
general weight matrix W.

Wij ¼
1
p

Xp

k¼1

Wk
ij ð15Þ

Step 2: Recalling process is executed as follow:

• Output Y is computed from an input X by the following equation:

Yj ¼
_m
i¼ 1

Xi:Wij _ hj ð16Þ
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• hj is computed by:

hj ¼
1
p

p̂

k¼ 1

Bk
j ð17Þ

Our novel FAM has three advantages of FAM including noise tolerance, unlimited
storage, and one pass convergence. Moreover, we improve both learning and recalling
process. Therefore, proposed FAM can improve noise tolerance significantly.

4 Experiment Results

We conduct two experiments for two sets of patterns selecting from faces database
and grey-scale image database. Moreover, distorted noise and ‘‘pepper & salt’’ noise
are tested to measure noise tolerance of FAMs in both two associative modes
(respectively, auto-associative mode and hetero-associative mode).

Our FAM is compared to standard FAMs [1–6]. We choose results of the best
models from each study to compare. We measure noise tolerance of FAMs by the
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). PSNR is used to measure quality between a
training pattern and a output pattern. The higher the PSNR, the better the quality of the
output image. PSNR is computed by the following equation:

PSNR ¼ 40log10
R2

MSE
ð18Þ

where R is the maximum fluctuation in data type of input image. Working with grey-
scale images, value of R is 255. MSE represents the cumulative squared error between
the training pattern and a output pattern. MSE is formulated as follow:

MSE ¼
P

M;NðI1 m; nð Þ � I2 m; nð ÞÞ2

M � N
ð19Þ

Fig. 1. Training patterns and noisy inputs in Experiment 1. The first image of each row is the
training image and nine next images are noisy inputs.
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PSNR of FAMs in face recognition with auto-association mode

Fig. 2. In auto-association mode, PSNR of models in face recognition from distorted inputs in
Experiment 1.
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PSNR of FAMs in face recognition with hetero-association mode

Fig. 3. In hetero-association mode, PSNR of models in face recognition from distorted inputs
in Experiment 1.
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4.1 Experiment 1: Face Recognition from Distorted Inputs

We select 4 images from the faces database of AT & T of Laboratories Cambridge.
Each person has 10 images, including one normal image and nine distorted images.
Normal images are training patterns and nine distorted images are noisy inputs.
Figure 1 shows patterns of this experiment.

In auto-associative mode, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio of FAMs is shown in Fig. 2.
In hetero-associative mode, performance of FAMs is presented in Fig. 3. Data from
Figs. 2 and 3 show that our FAM recall better than standard FAM. Our model recalls
higher than the best second model about 7 %.

Fig. 4. Training patterns in Experiment 2.
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Fig. 5. In auto-association mode, PSNR of models in pattern recognition from distorted inputs
in Experiment 2.
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4.2 Experiment 2: Pattern Recognition from Incomplete Inputs

We select 10 images from the grey-scale image database1 of the Computer Vision
Group, University of Granada, Spain. Normal images are training patterns and nine
noisy images are inputs for experiments. Noisy inputs are made from the training
images by deleting a part of image with many different shapes. Figure 4 shows
training images of Experiment 2.

Figure 5 and Fig. 6 show Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio of FAMs in auto-associative
mode and hetero-associative mode. Results from Experiment 2 show that the ability of
recalling of our FAM is the highest. Our model greatly improves noise tolerance
greatly comparing to best second model (respectively, 28 % in auto-associative mode
and 48 % in hetero-associative mode).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new FAM showing both the content as well as the
associations of patterns. We conduct experiments for pattern recognition with two
types of noise including distorted noise and incomplete noise. Experiment results
show that noise tolerance of our FAM is better than other FAMs in both auto-
associative mode and hetero-associative mode.
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Fig. 6. In hetero-association mode, PSNR of models in pattern recognition from distorted
inputs in Experiment 2.

1 http://decsai.ugr.es/cvg/wellcome.html
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In auto-associative mode, our model works effectively in pattern recognition with
a small number of training patterns. In hetero-associative mode, proposed model is
applied for inference applications such as predicting prices of the stock and designing
controller. We will investigate developing a new learning rule of FAM to increase
noise tolerance with many types of noise in the future.
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